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GENERAL ELECTION 2010

Easy to see that the uncivilised hour of 7am on May 6th 2010 is all about electing a
democratic government - there are the people, the Moon, feisty opposite Mars and
fidgeting for radical change around the Aquarius MC where the reflex Sun confidently

beams. Yes it's an epoch-making, direction-changing moment; on the Ascendant near
Gemini Venus and exactly trine the Moon crouches the reflex Dragon. At the opening of
the polls a butterfly-wing stirs the political air, and from the first flutter on that May
morning such winds of change could blow!

You can see it's all about
the economy and
communications. That
powerful populist Moon
rules the second house and
the South Node (and the
reflex 7th) and so will be
swayed mainly by fiscal
grievance and just
occasionally by material
altruism. A collective
longing for lost comforts
may make it very hard for
the Capricorn Dragon to

lead a struggling UK into even more stringent belt-tightening. There must be cuts and
rules and sanctions, however popular the leader and party that a promising turn-out
ballots into power. Unfortunately the Sun is always in the 12th house when we have these
May Elections, so even an apparently 'transparent' government may not allow too much
peeking behind the scenes. Guess who may be pulling the strings there? Birthday Boy?
Anthony Blair? It's his Sun, and the reflex Moon/MC offers a seat at the top table ...
that is if Labour is returned to power. But the urge to change may obliterate that
possibility. Look back at the 1997 General Election; again, on May 1st, the Moon was in
Aquarius, with Jupiter, and Aquarian Uranus was blitzing the Midheaven, near reflex
Venus. The reflex Sun joined that Jupiter. The public were out in force, desperate for
change, and change they got in the form of Tony and his cronies, which led to general



rejoicing. Till they found out what can go on the twelfth house.

On May 5th 2005, the day before his birthday, Blair's government was returned to power
for a historic third parliament, and again because of the date the reflex Sun meets the
MC. Does this, I wonder, indicate the resumption of the status quo? Note, though, that
the Moon was away in Aries opposite Jupiter, preoccupied with profit and Fun and an
unwanted war and not supporting the weakening Prime Minister with his Neptune-
embattled Sun.
Whoever turns out to be the cause of national rejoicing this time, the sidereal Moon/MC
conjunct the Tropical N.Node does indicate the underlying awareness of the hard road
we all have to tread.

And whoever wins - just to digress for a little while - is going to have to cope with a period
of considerable turmoil in European history. If you read the last Small World you’ll have
taken a look at the recurrent passage of opposing Saturn and Uranus over their respective
mutable/cardinal cusps, and the inexorable tread of Pluto toward the over-populated New
Year degrees (to be squared by the Terrible Two eventually from Aries/Libra.) This horrid
pattern hits Europe and Britain head-on. Already Greece and possibly Portugal are in dire
financial straits. This is sorting out the possible charts for these two countries quite
nicely: the chart Nick Campion gives us for the current Greek Democracy, 24  July 1974th

at 04h00 in Athens, has a horrendous 12-6-4, Venus-Uranus/Neptune-Moon/Pluto T-
square in 4 degrees of cardinals, turned into a synastric Grand Cross with
Sun/Mercury/Jupiter in the March 25  1821 revolution chart; and if that wouldn’t lead toth

catastrophic covert domestic spending I don’t know what would! This of course is being
Pluto’d. Repeatedly. Then the Lord of the Underworld moves on to Mercury/Saturn/
Ascendant. No prizes for guessing how chastening this is going to be for Greece and for
Europe as a whole. It’s that New Year Degrees time ...



And Portugal?

I’ve put its charts in a quadwheel, so that you can see (inner ring) how the final act
securing its democracy - again in 1974, on April 25  at 17h15 CET in Lisbon - ties in withth

the start of that coup (outer ring) and the two main stages of the revolution on October



4 - 5  1910. Both of the democracy charts have Mars/Saturn and Pluto on Angles thatth th

straddle the mutable/cardinal cusps; the revolution Sun is square to the New Year
degrees. Tough times have already begun.

And for Britain, our current woes may be compounded by the weather - as they so often
have been in the past. This summer of 2010 looks very unpleasant. On past performance,

an angular Saturn at the
Cancer Ingress has
signalled drought, and
with Sun in the 10  andth

Jupiter the ruler of a fiery
IC in Aries with
Uranus, I think that
this time the forecasters
of a ‘barbecue summer’
may have got it right!
The further east you go
the worse it gets as the
Angles meet the grand
cross. So Europe will be
in for a very hard time -

parched, with electrical storms. In the current economic climate the local climate is going
to place even greater strain on populations and governments.

Then there’s the winter of 2010/11 ... nearly the same Angles, but now the IC-ruling 
Jupiter/ Uranus conjunction is back at the end of Pisces and setting here square Mercury



on the IC. This is a pattern
found in  wet and stormy
seasons; and an elevated
Moon (here in her own sign)
is all too often a sign, in
winter, of snow. Mercury is
windy. I reckon we have
another winter of blizzards to
come, worst in the east of the
UK. Recall the eclipse that
happens earlier the same day,
squaring the conjunction in
Pisces - a very unsettling
winter for the UK in every respect.

So - who looks like the next incumbent of No.10 Downing Street? Who has the transits,
the annual and daily progressions, the directions, the Q-charts, the composites, that make
May 6  2010 a day to remember?th

Astonishingly, it is Gordon Brown.

Bearing in mind that sidereal charts are very important in the judgment of public life,
David Cameron - whom many people regard as the inevitable front runner, and who, with
a double Sun/Asc contact between radix and dwad, is clearly a leading light! - has hardly

anything
going on in
the way of
contacts
between his
own tropical
and sidereal
charts and
those of the
General
Election
(opening of
polls.) There
is nothing to
single out
this day in
his daily

progressions or converses. His Q-chart for Election day (the transits for May 6  but atth

his given birth time of 6 am) has no drama on the angles. The composite Sun at 0 Leo is
near his Jupiter - but the Saturn-Uranus opposition is hanging around his Asc-Desc as
Pluto tracks back to eventually station on his IC in the autumn. His Solar Return for 8th

October 2009 is significant with the North Node rising, and shows a Sun-Jupiter-Moon



air grand trine, but the Sun-Jupiter is not exact for another year. Precessed, nothing is
added except the UK Sun-degree on the IC. Nothing to show a first term as Prime
Minister. What about David Cameron’s annual progressions? Direct, nothing exciting.
Converse - ah! We find Sun nearly on the Asc and the Nodes nearly on the MC ... very
important indeed! However, the converse Ascendant is actually separating from the Sun
as the MC moves back onto the N.Node (opposite Neptune...); if the 6 am birth time is
less than spot on it is hard to know if these angularities refer to incipient power or the
earlier assumption of Party Leadership. With his Solar Arcs, it’s all about the Nodes
again - SA N.Node to MC (but not necessarily just yet) and S.Node to Ascendant,
approaching by a
degree. Whatever his
spiritual purpose is,
unless his time is out of
whack it doesn’t look
as though he will be
firmly on his path for
another year yet.

What about Nick
Clegg? I don’t have a
time for him alas, so we
can’t work as
thoroughly as we’d like.
With his Sun at 15
Capricorn, Pluto is on its way to turn his life inside out - but not quite yet. Without his
Angles, this is all we have. There is however an intriguing thing going on with the Nodes:
the transiting N.Node has been on his Sun, and the Election Sun is on his North Node.
The one Q chart we can do is Nick Clegg at Election time, 07h00. This puts Mars on
the MC. That this 2010 campaign has put the LibDem leader firmly on track is crystal
clear from the impact he has had in the new American-style leadership debates on TV.

Whether these patterns
are likely to translate into
power remains to be seen.

So we come to Gordon
Brown. Pluto has far
from finished what it
recently started with him.
June, December and the
following September see
the planet of purging and
rebirth on his MC again,
with Uranus joining in -
at his IC - from next
June. Chiron is just

beginning its on-off business with his Sun, where his prog.MC was a couple of years ago.



It is now conjunct Ceres - the UK’s astrotwin. Like Cameron, Brown has his converse
Ascendant just moving back from the converse Sun - and onto Chiron. The Dragon’s
Head transits his meridian in November this year. His Scottish birth time of 08h40
GMT should be reliable - but could be a vital few minutes adrift, which would alter the
timing of a group of patterns again associated with a high-profile political destiny. Ceres
is popping up all over the place! It can’t just be mothers, or single parents, or climate, or
the fruits of the Earth; surely it must also mean the United Kingdom, as symbolised by
her natural planetary patron?

His Solar Return on
February 19  2010 isth

quite an eye-opener.
Lovely publicity from
the culminating
Moon, joined in the
dwad of the Return
by Jupiter; the dwad
returning Sun is
‘rising’, and in the
‘setting’ N.Node is
a conjunction of, yes,
Ceres and Mars.
This has all the
hallmarks of a year in

which he returns as the UK’s elected leader. But this could mean plenty of aggro in the
Moon’s in coelo square to 12  house Mars.... we all know what clandestine goings-on areth

most exercising the voting public! Back again to progressions: the dailies to May 6  areth

impressive - Pluto culminates in the daily converse chart, while the direct daily progressed
Descendant conjoins p.Ceres (again!) and his natal Sun. At the very least this is a man
engaging strongly with the British electorate.

Now look at this chart - this is the composite of Gordon Brown with the opening of the
2010 poll.
Here again is a Ceres/
MC conjunction! And a
surprising response from
the public in that ‘rising’
Moon and Uranus ...
right on the Election
Sun! Mercury meets his
Jupiter; and we are
reminded that he has
been having both a
Jupiter and a Saturn
Return.



Doesn’t it look as if this is the man of the moment? And we still haven’t done with
Ceres. Whe we look at the Election pattern again we find that its MC conjoins Brown’s
natal Ceres, as well as that double transit of Pluto and Ceres to his natal Midheaven.
To cap it all, Gordon Brown’s Q chart for the day plants Jupiter cheerfully on the
Quotidian MC together with his own Venus. These are not exact, again, but closing by
just one degree; but of course none of the contenders for PM will know whether or not
they have succeeded until at least the next AM!

Then on May 12th

comes the crunch;
Uranus and Saturn up
and down the Q MC.
A harsh dose of reality
bringing nose
definitively back to
grindstone. This Q
chart has the transiting
Moon on the Queen’s
Sun. I wonder if he has
to go back to the Palace
to be told officially that
he has to share power

with one or both of the other parties? The dark horse in this scenario is of course Nick
Clegg. With no birth time it isn’t possible to track his Q Angles or Daily Progressions.
His strong showing in the electoral debates, consequent rise in personal popularity and
the powerful nodal activity in his chart on May 6  suggest that his party could wellth

present the UK with a hung parliament, and the sweetness of any victory for Labour
under Gordon Brown would then be short-lived, as a slim majority would require some
serious and radical negotiations over the following days.



Here is the 2010 General Election from the Queen’s perspective (by coincidence, as I write
this on April 27  she and Philip are en route to Llandudno) - if there were any doubt aboutth

planet Ceres’ intimate link with Britain it is surely dispelled by the conjunction in the
Queen’s chart of Ceres with Moon in Leo, here on her Q Descendant for Election Day,
configuring the transiting Moon-Sun-Mars T-square. Here is the monarch totally
focussed on the country with which she so closely identifies, to which she is devoted, and
feeling the strain with the widespread mood of change that is in the air.  What is also
most interesting is that Ceres stations on April 29  - tomorrow as I write - and  thenth

goes retrograde back into Sagittarius until August 9  , suggesting a period of reculer pourth

mieux sauter  before the country can come fully to terms with a new attitude and the
required governmental structures. She returns to disciplined (but grumpy?)Capricorn on
the 9  of October, meets up with her Election degree on the 24  , and in November Ceresth th

conjoins our Sun on Armistice Day shortly before squaring Saturn on November 21  . Itst

looks as though we may collectively do our best to go back to the good times of the Pluto-
in-Sag decades before reality bites and the practicalities of living in the stony pastures of
the Goat finally hit home.

The United Kingdom chart itself, like the party leaders and the monarch (who was very
pink and smiley yesterday at our seaside) can be daily progressed to this Election and a Q
chart calculated - and at once we see the Q MC heading imminently to Neptune, with
the Q Ascendant about to meet the North Node. In the outer rings the converse daily
MC is meeting a conjunction of converse Saturn with progressed Sun, and yet again the
converse daily Ascendant is shortly to collide with the Nodal axis, this time at the
converse South Node.

So this is a pivotal time for our land, and a serious one, and the coming Election may
indeed be as confused in its aftermath as many political observers anticipate. The



cooperation being vociferously advocated by Nick Clegg may well be necessary under the
increasing stringencies of the recurring impacts of  Saturn and Pluto. In October this year
Saturn makes its first square to the UK Sun before it slowly stations there next June.
Pluto doesn’t make its first exact conjunction to our Sun until January 25  2013 - but ofth

course the planet of
death and rebirth has
already been busy
with the Sun in
England’s chart at 9
Capricorn for the
whole of spring 2012 -
the run-up to the
London Olympics.
Now there’s 
something cheery: all
around the time of
the Games, Ceres
conjoins Jupiter in
Gemini, trining
Mars and the Asc from the IC at the opening ceremony in a most encouraging sunset. 
Whatever else we have to put up with politically or environmentally from 2012 onward, it
does look as though our Olympic Games will brighten everybody’s year and we have at
least one summer to look forward to!

* * * * * * * * * * * *  


